
PROBLEM
BIPOC communities in Boston face multiple 
barriers to participating in city government 
functions. This leads to racial inequities 
because resources aren't reaching those who 
need it most and their voices aren't being 
incorporated into government planning 
process, policies, or strategies.

BACKGROUND
While Boston is a very diverse city, it has 
had a long history of systematic racism. 
From the mid 1970s when bussing 
occurred to today's modern-day 
segregation of BIPOC neighborhoods 
such as Roxbury and Dorchester.

With this, the Mayor's Office of Resilience 
& Racial Equity (MORRE) was 
established in 2015 to eliminate 
these racial and economic inequities, 
move towards social justice, and improve 
social cohesion for all Bostonians.
However, the office is still a work in 
progress and is faced with challenges 
concerning community engagement. 
Henceforth, this capstone aims to help 
the office with their issue by contributing 
actionable strategies as part of 
their engagement process plan.
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METHODOLOGY
A literature review was conducted on the 
following topics:
v Boston's Racial History
v Community Engagement Practices
v Co-production
v Racial Equity Frameworks
v Equity Lenses & Tool Kits
v Case Studies from other Cities

Using a case study from the City of 
Seattle's Office of Civil Rights, the Race and 
Social Justice Initiative (RSJI) was adopted. 
The makeup of a RSJI is:

v A Strategy Team
v RSJI Subcabinet
v Change Teams

FUTURE WORK- EQUITY TEAMS 
(INTERDEPARTMENTAL)

RSJI Change Teams could be adopted in other institutions beyond city 
government in Boston. They would use the same formatting and strategy 
plan as the RSJI but call themselves Equity Teams to continue advancing 
racial equity and civic participation in their own areas. Some new areas are:

v Equity in Education

v Equitable Development (Land, infrastructure, city-wide programs)

v Equity in Criminal Justice

v Workforce Equity
v Inclusive Outreach and Public Engagement

RECOMMENDATIONS
v Create Boston's own RSJI Change Teams within each city 

department
v Have each team follow the GARE framework to promote 

participation between the government and its residents
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DISCUSSION
v How does this help Boston?

o RSJI Change Teams within each department will 
create cohesiveness throughout the city in terms 
of following objectives and strategies

o More BIPOC community issues will be taken into 
consideration when developing city plans and 
policies

o Demonstrates to the public that there are 
designated teams focused on advancing racial 
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